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W H O WE A R E
FDCTech, Inc. (formerly known as Forex Development Corporation “FDC” or the “Company”) was established in
January 21, 2016 in the state of Delaware. The Company provides an innovative and cost efficient technology
solution to Over-the-Counter Online Brokerage business (“customers”). FDC recently announced changing its
corporate name to FDCTech, Inc. to reflect Company’s commitment to driving the innovations in crypto currency
and blockchain technology solutions.

BA P BAC K O FFI C E
BAP Back Office gives clarity into how analyzing real time data and having access to comprehensive reporting
system impact your enterprise value. As the Manager of a Forex Brokerage, you can now protect against
unanticipated losses, manage trading and counterparty risk, minimize human errors - it all drives performance and
accountability in your organization.
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REPORTS

Custom Development

Intuitive Dashboard

End Of Day Trades

Projects Welcome

Interactive Charts

Rebates Report

Omnibus Accounts

Net Positions Report

Accounting Reports

Online Applications

Current Open Trades

Spread Values

Bank Reconciliation

Margin Monitor

Trade History

Out Trade Monitoring

Order History

User Management

Regulatory Reporting and

Daily Swaps

LP Management

Audits

Invoices Reports

OTHER FEATURES
`
FDC is a true technology and business partner which transforms OTC brokerages both
digitally and strategically. Some additional features of BAP Back Offices and Risk
Management System are:
•

Mobile friendly

•

Monitor detailed and aggregate positions

•

Report on full trade and transaction history

•

View history of cash transactions

•

Monitor client margin and credit usage — Set alerts on screen, and via sms, and email

•

Charge clients based on notional volume

•

Many options for rebating agents — rebate per million, split MT4 agent rebates and
commissions among multiple IBs, pay both rebates and commissions

•

Detailed analytics

•

Upload deposits and withdrawals in bulk

•

All trade history stored

•

Intuitive IB and Client Portal — Clients’ real time access to their account without the
platform, and deposits and broker contact

•

Client Statements — Available online, PDF download and via email, customized with
broker’s logo

INFO@FDCTECH.COM
Set up an appointment with our Forex Specialist for a free demo!

TEAM LEADERS
PEGGY S.REED, COO
Peg is responsible for FDC’s
operations with the primar y
focus on scaling its customer
base, managing the rapid growth
and expanding its presence
globally. As a senior executive,
Peg has played a key role in
building and executing sales and
marketing strategy for marquee
FX companies, such as GFT/
Gain Capital, IBFX, and Hotspot/
Knight Securities.
BRIAN D. PLATT, CTO
Brian is responsible for platform
technology implementation,
leading customer and technical
support teams. One of the few
people in FX market who fully
understands trading platform,
risk management, operations and
software development. Brian is
a strategic thinker and has consistently delivered to best in class
solutions, from 2007 to 2010 led
a dedicated team and built the
back office for CMS Forex (now
Capmar Financial).
PAVEL BRONNIKOV, VP R&D
Pavel is responsible for
software development and
managing software engineering
department. Pavel has been
responsible for coordinating
in-house and contract resources
across front-end and back-end
development and testing of
complex forex systems. In 2005,
Pavel received his degree in
Mathematics with specialization in system and application
software from Chelyabinsk State
University, Russia.

